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Abstract

There has been remarkable progress in sampled-data control theory in the last
decade. The main accomplishment here is that there is now a compact function space
model which describes not only the sample-point but also intersample behavior in a
time-invariant way. Based on this, it is now known that there exists a digital (discrete-
time) control law that takes the intersample behavior into account and makes the
overall analog (continuous-time) performance optimal, in the sense of H∞-norm.

The same hybrid nature of designing a digital filter for analog signals is also preva-
lent in digital signal processing. A crucial observation is that the perfectly band-
limiting hypothesis, widely accepted in the signal processing literature, is often inad-
equate for many practical situations. In practice, the original analog signals (sounds,
images, etc.) are neither fully band-limited nor even close to be band-limited in the
current processing standards. This is the problem of interpolating high-frequency com-
ponents, which in turn is that of recovering the intersample behavior. Sampled-data
control theory provides an optimal platform for such problems. This leads to a new
digital filter design methodology, and is now quite successful in compressed audios and
mobile phones, reaching some five million chips in production.

It is also to be noted that the same hybrid nature is prevalent in numerical inte-
gration schemes of differential equations.

The series of two lectures start with a tutorial overview of modern sampled-data
control theory, and then proceed various applications to sound and image processing,
with the hope of some indications toward applications to numerical analysis.
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